Stability of Ordered Bulk and Epitaxial Semiconductor Alloys
Jose Luis Martins" and Using first-principles self-consistent total-energy calculations for unconstrained and epitaxially confined models of Si-C and Si-Ge alloys we study the general classes of stability of ordered phases of semiconductor alloys. The unusual ordering observed in SiGe grown on a Si substrate is explained.
PACS numbers: 61.55. Hg, 61.50.Ks, 73.60.Fw One of the most intriguing aspects of heteroepitaxial growth of thin semiconductor layers is the observation of apparently stable new atomic arrangements which either have no counterpart in the bulk phase dia- gram' or are known to be unstable in bulk form at the same composition and temperature ranges. Lattice constant {A} Lattice constants a or c~(A} Fig. 3 ) even if the bulk alloy is rnetastabie Second, Fig. .3 shows that despite similar 5a~~' s for the ZB and RH phases of SiGe, AEt, "") ( EEstsza), i.e. , the stability of the RH phase is increased under epi taxial strain (type-III ordering) . This is consistent with the observation that the lowering of substrate strain induced by Ge out-diffusion from SiGe during prolonged annealing leads to a reduced ordering (we note, however, that the same observation can be also explained by the fact that composition changes after the Ge diffusion). We have also optimized b, H(E ' '[SiGe, trii = as'] 
